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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the challenges faced
by MPTCP when used to aggregate multiple WAN/Internet
connections in Multi-WAN Routers (MWR). We observe that
the two architectural variants, proxying and tunneling, used to
deploy MPTCP in MWR suffer from key performance problems.
First, the proxy variant creates one MPTCP connection for each
TCP connection, which results in a large number of parallel
uncoordinated MPTCP connections, which we explain leads
to underutilization of the available capacity, suboptimal multi-
path scheduling, and increased loss rate. Second, the tunnel
variant, which relies on encapsulating TCP over MPTCP, stacks
two reliability layers and leads to a large number of spurious
retransmissions, an issue known as TCP meltdown. Instead, we
propose a new multi-path solution more suited to MWR, called
BOOST. This solution eliminates the problems with both the
proxy and tunnel approaches by multiplexing TCP connections
over a single persistent multi-path connection. BOOST also takes
a novel approach to multi-path scheduling that combines multi-
path load balancing and scheduling. In particular, short flows
are transmitted across a single link to avoid HoL blocking while
longer flows are opportunistically transmitted across multiple
paths, utilizing left-over capacity. Evaluations show that BOOST
provides better throughput, lower losses, and retransmissions
while requiring less memory compared to both MPTCP variants

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-WAN Routers (MWR) provide WAN/Internet con-
nectivity by combining two or more backhaul links (e.g. 2
LTE connections) for improved capacity and reliability. They
are commonly used in public transportation services, such as
trains, buses, ships and even airplanes to provide seamless
Internet connectivity to a large number of passengers using
wireless backhauls, which are known to deteriorate under high
mobility. For example, providers of train-to-ground (T2G)
communication combine LTE/5G from different carriers to
improve the capacity for on-board internet access and increase
reliability for mission-critical applications such as commu-
nication based train control (CBTC) or closed circuit TV
(CCTV) [1].

MPTCP is used by some commercial MWRs as a transport
layer solution for allowing individual TCP connections from
user devices to utilize the capacity of all the available back-
hauls [2]. An MPTCP MWR needs to either transparently
split incoming TCP connections into a TCP and an MPTCP
portion, like a proxy, or encapsulate them inside MPTCP, like
a tunnel. In both cases, a network-edge proxy-server/tunnel-
server is used to translate/decapsulate the traffic back into
TCP to be forwarded to the content server. Figures 1 and 2
show the architecture and network topology for the proxy and
tunnel variants respectively.

In the proxy variant of the MWR, each user TCP connec-
tion is terminated at the MWR and its packets are transmitted

using MTCP to the network-edge proxy. Thus for each TCP
connection, a corresponding MPTCP connection is created.
Our measurements of passenger traffic in a train to ground
(T2G) MWR show that this results in thousands of concurrent
MPTCP connections, each with their independent congestion
control on each link plus their own multi-path scheduler, and
we find that this lead to low capacity utilization and high loss,
as will be explained in more detail later.

In the tunnel variant of the MWR, the packets from user
TCP connections are encapsulated and transmitted over all
the available backhauls using a single persistent MPTCP
connection. That is, a single MPTCP connection carries
all of the user TCP connections over the backhaul. This
eliminates the large number of connections observed with
proxy variant but creates new issues. In particular, the tunnel
stacks two reliability layers (MPTCP and TCP), each with
its own congestion control and retransmission mechanism
for lost packets. This can lead to so-called TCP meltdown
[3], where a high number of spurious re-transmissions are
constantly triggered. Additionally, there is cross-flow Head
of Line (HoL) blocking between separate user flows sharing
the same MPTCP connection.

A second key issue that is common to both architectural
variants is frequent HoL blocking due to the heterogeneity
of the wireless links. This type of blocking occurs when
packets arrive out of order, leading to them being placed into a
reordering queue until they can be delivered in-order, increas-
ing delay. This delay disproportionately impacts short flows
(e.g. web browsing) as they are much more latency-sensitive
compared to long flows (e.g. file download). HoL blocking
is also more prevalent when scheduling over heterogeneous
links with different delay profiles, which are commonly used
in MWRs. For example, a T2G MWR tends to utilize multiple
LTE links from different carriers, which are likely to have
different delay profiles due to different coverage, cross-traffic
and core-latency.

In this paper we propose a new multi-path transmission
solution called BOOST that addresses the aforementioned
issues. Concretely, we make the following contributions

• We propose a MWR architecture that eliminates the
problems with both the MPTCP proxy and tunnel ap-
proaches by multiplexing user traffic over a single,
persistent multi-path connection using modified version
of the QUIC protocol that re-uses its streaming feature.

• We propose a hybrid approach to multi-path scheduling.
Namely, short flows are transmitted across a single link
to avoid HoL blocking while longer flows are oppor-
tunistically transmitted across multiple paths, utilizing
left-over capacity, thereby improving efficiency and ro-
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Fig. 1: MPTCP Proxy MWR

bustness.
• We evaluate BOOST against both MPTCP variants in

a trace-driven emulation and show that it provides bet-
ter throughput, with lower losses and re-transmissions,
while requiring less memory.

II. ISSUES WITH AN MPTCP PROXY MWR

As briefly discussed in the introduction, an MPTCP proxy
MWR variant establishes one MPTCP connection for each
TCP connections, as shown in Figure 1. According to mea-
surements of passenger traffic in a production T2G com-
munication system, this creates thousands of uncoordinated
MPTCP connections, most of which are short or on/off (i.e.
long-lived with low frequency of data exchange such as HTTP
connections with keep-alive). In this section we discuss why
the distributed multi-path scheduling and link estimation, and
the repeated establishment of secondary subflows is likely to
lead to poor performance in MPTCP proxy MWRs.

a) Distributed multi-path scheduling: The MPTCP de-
fault scheduler, MinRTT, works by filling up the CWND of
all subflows in order of the lowest smooth round trip time
(SRTT). In order for a connection to utilize more than one
link, it needs to have enough packets in-flight at once to fill
the CWND of the link with the lowest SRTT. First, short
connections that transmit less than 10 packets will only ever
use one link, since all their data will fit into the initial CWND
[4] of the default subflow. Furthermore, since that subflow is
always established over the default route configured in the
operating system routing table, it will cause the performance
of short connections to be highly sensitive to the choice of
default route. Second, on/off connections, which are long-
lived connections with in-frequent data exchange such as
HTTP connection with keep-alive, will frequently not have
enough data in flight at once to utilize more than one link,
leading to poor capacity utilization.

b) Distributed link estimation: MPTCP relies on data
transmission for estimating the CWND and the SRTT of its
subflows. Accurate estimation of these values is necessary
for optimal multi-path scheduling and capacity utilization.
However, the MPTCP connections created in the MWR will
perform isolated estimations of the links and will not share
information between each other. As a result new connections
and on/off connections will have no estimate or an expired es-
timate for these key two link indicators. Having an inaccurate
estimate for the CWND can cause undershooting of capacity,
wasting capacity, or overshooting of capacity, causing losses.
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Particularly for short flows that are latency sensitive this
can significantly increase their completion time. Having an
inaccurate estimate for the SRTT can cause suboptimal multi-
path scheduling as packets will be placed on the slower link
first. Finally, even long flows that use loss-based congestion
control (e.g. CUBIC [5]) will each have to experience a loss
before lowering the sending rate, creating un-necessary losses.

c) Repeated secondary subflow establishment: Every
new MPTCP connection needs to first establish the default
subflow using the TCP 4-way handshake and then perform
the same handshake for each additional subflow it establishes
before it can be used to transmit data. Depending on the
RTT of the secondary subflows, multiple CWND worth of
data may be transmitted on the default subflow before the
secondary subflows are ready. This may cause applications
that transmit more than the initial CWND worth of data to
also utilize a single link, further lowering capacity utilization.

III. ISSUES WITH AN MPTCP TUNNEL MWR

MPTCP tunnel MWRs are based on encapsulating TCP,
and possibly UDP, connections and transmitting them over
a single persistent MPTCP connection, as shown in Figure
2. While this approach eliminates the high number of par-
allel MPTCP connections in the proxy variant, it introduces
new performance issues due to stacking multiple layers of
reliability and cross-flow HoL blocking.

a) Stacking multiple layers of reliability: When a new
TCP connection is created, it will often have a short re-
transmission timer than the established MPTCP tunnel con-
nection, as the latter is more adapted to the link properties.
When data is lost in the MPTCP tunnel, it will queue up a
re-transmission and increase its timeout. However, since the
MPTCP tunnel will be blocked during the re-transmission
period, the TCP connection does not get any acknowledg-
ments, and it will thus queue up its own re-transmission of
the same data. Since the timeout in the tunnel is less than the
TCP connection, it may queue up even more re-transmissions
causing the transmission of new data to stall completely, and
every re-transmissions further compounds this problem. This
behavior is referred to as TCP meltdown [3]. In wireless links
under mobility, such as in trains, which experience frequent
losses due to capacity fluctuations and handovers, frequent
TCP meltdowns will occur.

b) Cross-flow HoL blocking: When data is received
out of order due to loss or multi-path transmission over
heterogeneous/time-varying links, received packets are held
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in a reordering buffer until they can be delivered in order. This
is referred to as HoL blocking. In an MPTCP tunnel MWR,
there is a single reordering buffer for all TCP connections
being transported. Therefore, packets belonging to one TCP
connection will have to wait in the re-ordering buffer need-
lessly until packets from another connection can be delivered
in-order simply because packets for the latter were sent first.
This issue is similar to the well-known HTTP head of line
blocking problem [6].

IV. BOOST

The proposed solution, referred to as BOOST, is based on
two main design features: multiplexing application flows over
a single persistent multi-path connection and hybrid multi-
path scheduling. In this section we will discuss both in detail.

A. Persistent multi-path connection with multi-plexing

The first feature of BOOST is that it transparently proxies
and multiplexes TCP connections over a single persistent
multi-path connection between the MWR and a network-edge
server, as shown in Figure 3. When the BOOST client first
starts, it establishes a connection with the BOOST server and
then establishes all secondary subflows (details of the protcol
are discussed in the next section). The BOOST connection
has a single multi-path scheduler and a single instance of
congestion control for each link. When new TCP connections
are routed through the MWR, BOOST will terminate each
TCP connection and multiplex the data over the existing
multi-path BOOST connection. Data from individual TCP
connections is tagged using a unique stream identifier to allow
the receiver to distinguish between them.

This feature of BOOST addresses the problems in the
variants of the MPTCP MWR as follows.

a) Underutilization of capacity: Since all application
traffic is handled by one multi-path scheduler, it allows
the scheduler to optimally distribute all application traffic
across the available links, eliminating the underutilization of
capacity by short flows and on/off flows.

b) Increased loss rate and suboptimal scheduling:
BOOST maintains a single estimate for the CWND and the
SRTT on each link that is generated by data transmitted
from all application flows. This allows it to derive a much
more accurate estimate of these parameters, leading to lower
loss, better capacity utilization and more optimal multi-
path scheduling. Additionally, since there is only one single
congestion control process, a single loss on a link is sufficient

for BOOST to reduce its sending rate, compared to distributed
congestion control where each flow has to experience an
independent loss.

c) Repeated subflow establishment: BOOST establishes
all subflows once during its lifetime, avoiding the need to
re-establish the subflows for each TCP connection

d) Stacking multiple layers of reliability: BOOST func-
tions as a proxy by splitting TCP connections and thus does
not stack multiple layers of reliability

e) Cross-flow HoL blocking: BOOST stores a unique
stream identifier inside each packet that links to its parent
application flow and hence can avoid cross-flow HoL block-
ing.

B. The BOOST protocol

The BOOST protocol is based on QUIC with modifica-
tions to enable multiplexing of TCP connections and multi-
connectivity.

1) Multi-connectivity: To enable multi-connectivity, we
adopt an existing proposal [7] for a multi-path version of
QUIC (MPQUIC) that modifies the protocol in two ways.
First, the main QUIC packet header includes a new PathID
field which identifies which subflow the packet belongs to.
Furthermore, the existing ConnectionID field is used to link
a path to the original connection. There are no handshakes
needed to establish secondary subflows like in MPTCP.
Second, acknowledgement (ACK) packets also include the
PathID field to identify which path the ACK packets belong
to. Finally, the PacketNumber field is specific to each path.

2) Multiplexing: QUIC already includes a multi-streaming
functionality, so we leveraged this to enable our multiplexing
feature. In the BOOST implementation of QUIC, we modify
the use of streams to refer to TCP connections instead of
the traditional application streams. Each TCP connection is
assigned a unique StreamID by BOOST.

To enable each proxied TCP connection to be forwarded to
its correct final destination, BOOST implements a new QUIC
extension/frame called SET_FORWARD_ADDRESS. It con-
tains the following information: ConnectionID, StreamID, and
the application destination ip, port and Protocol. This frame is
transmitted with the first packet sent for an application flow.

C. Hybrid multi-path scheduling

The second key feature of BOOST is the hybrid multi-path
scheduling approach which uses multi-path load balancing for
short flows in order to minimize delay by preventing HoL
blocking and opportunistic multi-path scheduling for longer
flows to make use of left-over capacity.

The scheduler is split into 4 phases as follows
1) Phase 1 (Flow-link assignment): The scheduler assigns

application flows to available links according to the ratio Ri,
which is calculated as follows

Ri =
ti∑m
j=0 tj

and ti =
CWNDi

SRTTi
(1)

where CWNDi is the CWND of link i, SRTTi is the
SRTT of link i, and m is the number of available links.
The goal is to load balance flows over links proportionate
to the ratio of the throughput of the links. Load balancing
occurs periodically every γ milliseconds, where γ is a design
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of the transmission of passenger internet
traffic from the on-board WiFi in a Train-to-Ground commu-
nication system, using a MWR with two LTE carriers, when
using MPTCP Proxy with default route on carrier 1 (MPTCP
Proxy C1), on carrier 2 (MPTCP Proxy C2), MPTCP tunnel
(MPTCP TUN) and BOOST.

parameter we choose to be 100ms, and every time a new flow
is established. Applications flows that have not received new
data for over one second, are removed from the assignment.

2) Phase 2 (load balancing slot allocation): After assign-
ing a flow to a link, it is inserted into a priority queue ordered
by the amount of bytes the flow has transmitted so far. If a
flow has not transmitted anything yet, this value is 0. The
front flow in the priority queue is then selected and at most
one maximum transmission unit (MTU) worth of data, which
is typically 1500 bytes, is allocated on the assigned link’s send
queue for use by this flow. The bytes transmitted counter for
the flow is then incremented by the amount of data allocated
on the link and the flow is re-inserted into the priority queue.
This process is repeated until all flows assigned to that link
have been allocated space equal to the data in their send queue
(i.e. they have no more data) or the total allocated data on a
link is equal to its available CWND.

3) Phase 3 (Opportunistic multi-path scheduling slot allo-
cation): This phase of the BOOST scheduler will only trigger
if at least one link has space in its CWND and at least one
flow has data that has not been allocated space on a link. All
eligible application flows are placed in another priority queue
that is also ordered by the amount of data transmitted just like
before. A multi-path scheduling algorithm will then select
between all available links to allocate space for data from
the selected flow. For example, the MinRTT scheduler would
pick the link with the lowst SRTT amongst the links that have
space in their CWND. Afterwards the flow’s transmitted data
counter is incremented and it is returned to the priority queue.

4) Phase 4: Multi-path scheduling: In this phase packets
are taken from the application flow send queue and placed
on links with allocated space. If phase 3 did not occur (i.e.
a flow only has allocated space on one link) then packets
are placed on that link in order of their sequence number. If
phase 3 did occur, the same multi-path scheduling algorithm

as in phase 3 assigns packets from the application flow send
queue to the allocated space on the links.

D. Evaluation

We evaluated the performance of BOOST and the MPTCP
variants using a trace-driven emulation of the transmission of
passenger internet traffic from an on-board WiFi service in
a production Train-to-Ground communication system. Figure
4 shows the results for MPTCP Proxy with default route on
carrier 1 (MPTCP Proxy C1), on carrier 2 (MPTCP Proxy
C2), MPTCP tunnel (MPTCP TUN) and BOOST.

Figure 4(a) shows the CDF of the TCP connection down-
link throughput during its periods of activity. Since many TCP
connections in the passenger traffic are on/off and almost all
the traffic is downlink traffic, throughput is only calculated
for the periods when a connection is actively transmitting data
on the downlink, and the mean throughput over all periods
of activity in each connectionis used. As can be seen, around
50% of the TCP connections under BOOST had a mean
throughput of more than 2.2 Mbit/s, which is around 10 times
higher than any of the MPTCP variants. Figure (b) shows the
re-transmission rate, and it can be seen that the MPTCP TUN
had extremely high loss rate, due to the TCP meltdown effect,
while BOOST maintained a much lower loss rate compared
to any MPTCP variant. Figure (c) shows the CDF of the total
out-of-order queue size for all schemes. The hybrid multi-path
scheduler allowed BOOST to practically eliminate the need
for an out-of-order queue since most TCP connections were
load balanced over individual links.

Overall, it can be seen that BOOST provides better
throughput, with lower re-transmissions, and a smaller mem-
ory footprint compared to all MPTCP variants.
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